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DOUBLE JEOPARDY LAW REFORM — JAY WRAGG CASE
Nonconforming Petition
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah) [2.56 pm]: There are a further 5 622 signatures on a document couched
in similar terms, but, unfortunately, those signatures on the forms provided do not comply with the standing
orders. However, I seek your permission, Mr Speaker, to place that petition on the table for the balance of
today’s sitting for the information of members.
The SPEAKER: That document can be tabled, but the petition will not be recognised, member.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I also have another petition. If I could just quickly refer to the petition I sought to lay
on the table.
The SPEAKER: I have given you that permission, member.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: May I briefly read it?
The SPEAKER: If you will.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The petition states —
Natasha Wragg’s Husband MR JAY WRAGG was brutally murdered by a hit to the head with a
cricket bat. With today’s judicial system MR WRAGG’S murderer got to be a free man. MR
WRAGG’S murder trial made it quite clear that certain laws were Inadequate and NEED to be changed
now. It is Natasha and the families hope, that by signing the below petition, you will help these laws to
be rectified and this can stop any further injustice and agony to another family.
This petition will be forwarded to CHRISTIAN PORTER the ATTORNEY GENERAL in the hope for
his action.
We the undersigned are fully Supporting Natasha Wragg’s fight for the below law to be changed.
The Current Law: “DOUBLE JEOPARDY”
To be changed so double jeopardy no longer applies to serious crimes such as murder, manslaughter or
gang rape in line with New South Wales Current Law.
[The petition was tabled for the information of members.]
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